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It is a well known fact that there is a vast Vedic literature which is ‘apaurußeya’, and embedded 

in the same are Jñ¡nam and Vijñ¡nam. 

 

As the time passed, the Vedas have lost their role as the treasure-trove of Vijñ¡na, due to many 

reasons. 

 

Of late, there has been a propensity, among some scholars and scientists, across the globe, to fish 

out the scientific realities that are hidden in the Vedic literature and make them usable for the 

welfare of the mankind. 

While some ignorant and biased lot advocated that Vedas are nonsense some others with wisdom 

thought that such a vast literature could have not survived for such a long time had there not been 

anything meaningful. 

This paper gives a panorama of the popular six systems of Indian Philosophy, called Dar≈anas 

and shows as to how are they useful as keys in decoding the terse Vedic texts: 

M•m¡msa, Vedanta, S¡mkhya, Yoga, Ny¡ya and Vai≈eßika are the six Dar≈anas, and without the 

knowledge of these systems it is impossible to crack the Vedic literature. 
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It is also called - P¶rvatantram, M•m¡ms¡, V¡kya≈¡stram, Karmam•m¡ms¡, Dv¡da≈alakßa∆• 

etc. If Veda is divided into two parts then the Mantrabr¡hma∆abh¡ga is dealt with by Mim¡ms¡ 

whereas the Upanißadbh¡ga is analysed by Uttaram•m¡ms¡ or Ved¡nta. 

Twelve subjects, that are useful in analyzing the meaning of a sentence or a discourse (V¡kyam 

or Mah¡v¡kyam), are exhibited in twelve Adhy¡yas by Jaimini. 
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In K®ß∆ayajurVeda, the yajus are read in clusters - ißetvorjetv¡ etc. Then it is difficult to decide 

the length of a yajus or v¡kya. Jaimini offers a S¶tra for this purpose and Kum¡rila says it is a 

definition useful in Mantra, Br¡hma∆a and Loka –  

�./����
���  ��0�� 	����1� *�-2��,� ः��#  (2-1-14-46) 

If a single meaning /thing is proposed and when separated if the parts are found to be wanting 

then it is a V¡kyam / Mah¡v¡kyam. 

Since, Jaimini did not insert the word ‘padam’ in the S¶tra it is applicable to both a V¡kyam and 

a Mah¡v¡kyam. 

A group of words with  arthaikatvam / ekav¡kyat¡ is a V¡kyam and a group of sub-sentences ( 

����#!��0��  ) with the same is Mah¡v¡kyam. 

The ekav¡kyat¡ in v¡kya is called padaikav¡kyat¡ and the same in a Mah¡v¡kya is 

v¡kyaikav¡kyat¡. R¡maya∆a, Mah¡bh¡rata etc. are called Mah¡v¡kyas. This concept is useful in 

building ≈¡stras. 

Tattvamasi etc. are called Mah¡v¡kyas following ‘arthagaurava’ rather than ≈abdagaurava.  

Since Jaimini rules – ‘¡mn¡yasya kriy¡rthatv¡t’, every sentence in Veda should end up in some 

activity or the other. There are some sentences in Veda which are eulogistic in nature – 

���4�� 5�#��6��# ���#���� (��� ��0�� ) 

�����/ 1���7� 
��#� , ������� ः��� ��, ����"� ���# , 	 8�9�� ���#� ,���# (�.���
�) 

So what is the fate of such sentences?  

Here is Jaimini –  

��� �� ������0����#  ः#���.:� �� ���� ः��� (1-2-1-7) 

Such sentences have to be construed along with the Vidhiv¡kya as they are the ≈eßa of vidhi and 

≈eßa≈eßibh¡va is the device – 

ः#���� ������� ��,� �#�4�� - ;�# �'���0��  	��<#� ! 



Jaimini also rules that both wife and husband, i.e. dampat•, have got ‘sah¡dhik¡ra’ in all karmas 

– 

ः��#"ः#�  �*��
9��=�> ः��#  (6-1-17) 
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Ved¡nta deals with the Upanißads, that are useful in attaining Jñ¡nam and consequently Mokßa, 

i.e. relief from the worldly bindings or the cycle of birth and death. 

 

In Taittir•yopanißat (2-2) the following passage is there – 

#ः��2� 8#ः��
���� E���ः	���#� , E����2���� , ���"!�F�� , �F��� �G�.�� , �G-H4�� I� �� 

, I� �J�"’%��  , �%��#  ��K�� ! 

In Ch¡ndogya, a different order is said –  

#L�M"’	GM# , #
91#  ('� ः��� ूM���� (6-2-3) 

Here B¡dar¡ya∆a rules that Brahman is both Nimittak¡ra∆a and Up¡d¡nak¡ra∆a of the entire 

universe – 

#
��N����
�� #� #�O6%,�#  (2-3-13) ��#����� , �� 
9��-
�� #P��4��
���#  ( 1-2-18) 

In fact, at the outset of Brahmas¶tras itself, B¡dar¡ya∆a clearly states that the cause of S®ß�i, 

Sthiti and Laya is Brahman only and Veda is the authority in this regard – 

M%��<ः� �#� (1-1-2) , ��Q�"�����#  (1-1-3) 

As an answer to the question as to how to decide that Upanißads propose Brahman only, 

B¡dar¡ya∆a offers the following S¶tra – 

#L� 	�%4��#  (1-1-4) 

Samanvaya of ved¡ntav¡kyas would lead to Brahman. Six T¡tparyali©gas useful in Samanvaya 

are offered in B®hatsamhit¡ - 



R�S�"�	�'�!��J��	"’����#� T6�  ! 
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Following these signs an entire Upanißad such as Ch¡ndogya is taken as a Mah¡v¡kya. Rather, 

sentences, that are pregnant with meaning such as ‘tattvamasi’ are styled ‘Mah¡v¡kya’. 

Ved¡nta follows ‘Satk¡ryav¡da’ and it is logical too. Rather we come across some sentences in 

Upanißads, which go against the theory – 

�	%��� 	 ���# , �	UॄW��# ��
 *�#  , ... ;
� 	���	GM# , .. 	X* ��X*���#  ...�	2� ;
�म 

E	�#  , ##" �9 	
M��# (#9�L!Y�"����# ) 

In such cases it is difficult to defend Satk¡ryav¡da and the job is done by Ved¡nta – Brahman 

has got both the forms – sat and asat. Since it is illogical to argue that ‘something’ would emerge 

from ‘nothing’ or ‘bh¡va’ from ‘abh¡va’, one should accept Satk¡ryav¡da. 

Further the following Mantra from Mu∆∂aka (3-1-11), ˛veta≈vatara (4-6) and Ka�ha (3-1) 

Upanißads is interpreted as applicable to J•v¡tm¡ and Param¡tm¡ -  

2� 	����� 	��M� 	Z��� 	���� �G1� �?!�ः�M�#� ! 

#�"!%�� ��[�6� ः��2�L  ��\%�%�"’��*�����# !! 
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Just like the other Dar≈a∆as, S¡mkhya, propounded by Kapilamuni, also, had had its roots in 

Veda, viz. ˛vet¡≈vataropanißat (4-5) – 

�M������ 6"-'#��06�G ं��� (_Y� ूM�� 	GM����� 	`��� ! 

�M" a��" M�����"’����#� M'������� ����",��M"’%�� !! 

A he-goat enjoys serving a she-goat, which has got red, white and black colors and produces 

many offsprings of even form while another he-goat leaves it behind after enjoyment. 

Here, according to S¡mkya - aj¡ is m¶laprak®ti and lohita≈uklak®ß∆a are the Gu∆as – sattva, rajas 

and tamas. The second ‘aja’ refers to purußa. 

The Prak®ti, that is trigu∆¡tmik¡, is kartr•, puruß¡rtha is the casue of her behaviour, her duty is 

bhoga and apavarga of Purußa. On the other hand, Purußa is originally detached, but due to the 



association with Prak®ti, looks to be influenced with the three Gu∆as and bounden. Due to 

vivekakhy¡ti, the Purußa dissociates himself with all kinds of bindings and gets apavarga – this is 

the essence of S¡mkhyadar≈anam. 

Prak®ti is also called Pradh¡nam and Purußa is considered as J•v¡tm¡. 

The term S¡mkhy¡ has got the two meanings - Jñ¡nam and number. Since one gets the Jñ¡nam 

out of this Dar≈anam it is called S¡mkhyadar≈anam. On the other hand, since the number of 

Tattvas, i.e. 25, is important here in this Dar≈anam, it is called so.  

 

˛vet¡≈vataropanißat (6-13) says that the very cause of the universe can be known thru Yoga and 

S¡mkhya –  

#���!�� 	��]��",�� ,=�� ����� 
��� ��X�#� 	�����9� ! 

S¡mkhyas advocate that the Prak®ti or Pradh¡nam is a conglomeration of three Gu∆as, viz. 

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas and explain the nature of each of them – sattvam laghu etc. This is 

nothing but decoding the Vedic Mantras in ˛vet¡≈vataropanißad –  

#� N����",���,#� ��ँ��  


���������   ः�,��9���,�c�� !(1-3) 

#�������� �ऽ�G#� �"d���#�  

�#� ��!� �����#ू��!���� !(1-4) 

	����#-25�� �#e����" 

,����$ 	����%����"M��<� !(5-5) 

The words - svagunai˙, triv®tam and gu∆¡m≈ca – in the above three Mantras, respectively, refers 

to Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, according to ˛¡mkarabh¡ßyam. The first leg of the first verse in 

S¡mkhyak¡rik¡ of I≈varak®ß∆a, i.e.  


��Zऽ����f�#�M  �M��	� #
�f�#��   '�#g ! 

Which denotes the three kinds of  
��Z , i.e. E�Nड����  , E� �g�#��  and  E� 
9����  , 

was a decoded message of  i� ���%#� ���%#� ���%#� that is seen at the beginning and at the end 



of every Upanisat  and at the end of every Vedic chapter . 

 This aspect is clearly mentioned by ˛amkaracarya . 

The rest of the things described by in S¡mkhya, like buddhi, mah¡n, pañcabh¶t¡ni, indriy¡∆i, 

pram¡∆¡ni etc. also had had their origin in Vedas. 

�	�,"a�� ��K�� (Br4-3-16) etc. are also explained by S¡mkhya . 
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In Vedic literature there are thousands of passages related to Yoga – 

ौ"#4�" �%#4�" ��-
N���	#4�� (ॄG' R� 2-4-5) 

�ऽK%�#� ः.�[�	�� �!Y!�  

k
Y�%ि���� ��	� 	�����ँ� 1 

ॄW"d���� ू#!�# ��2��   

ॐ"#���	 	����� ����'��� 11 (5�#�5#! (2-8) 

�G�.4�m�M"’��6Z� ः����.#� 

�n*�����  �",,��� ू�GL� ! 

� #ः� !"," � M!� � �G���� 

ू�mः� �",��F���� �!Y!�  !! (2-12) 

6f�����!"F��6"6����� 

���ू 	�
� ः�!	ge�� * 

,% � ���" ��ऽ��!Y��O�� 

�",ू�G�L� ू.��� �
�%# !! (2-13) 

The term Yoga, that occurs frequently in Vedas is explained by Patañjali in Yog¡nu≈¡sanam – 



�",�$L�G�L��!" � (1-1) 

‘Regulating the mind’ – is called Yoga. It can be achieved thru the combination of  �J��	 and 

�9!�F�.- 

�J��ः�9!�F��J���  #�%�!" � (1-12) 

Just like in Cikits¡≈¡stra, there are eight A©gas in Yogadar≈anam also –  

�������	�ू�����ू���'�! �!��N���	�� �"’7�+,��� (2-29) 

According to the tradition, Patañjali authored three treatises, viz. Mah¡bh¡ßyam, Carakas¶tram 

and Yog¡nu≈¡sanam, in order to obviate three kinds of defects / doßas related to V¡k, K¡ya and 

Manas, that are associated with human beings. It may be noted that although Yog¡nu≈¡sanam is 

meant to cleanse the mind, as is evident today, it is useful in prevention and cure of many 

physical disorders. 

It was due to sheer Yoga≈akti, that P¡∆ini, Patañjali, Su≈ruta etc. could do marvelous things. 

Vy¡sa, a commentator, who authored Bh¡ßyam in Yogas¶tras of Patañjali draws analogy 

between Cikits¡≈¡stram and Yoga≈¡stram in terms of number of aspects to be dealt with – 

�.� �*-��	���Q� *#�4���'� - !"," !",'�#�� E!"F�� �9�o����# 8���
��� ��Q� *#�4���'��� ! 

#<.� - 	 �	�!� 	�	�!'�#�� �"1� �"1"��� ;�# ! 

It may be interesting to note that Yoga is not a merely spiritualistic branch of ancient Indian 

knowledge. Rather there are devices embedded within that are very useful in digging into various 

mundane scientific matters such as – to attain the capacity to perceive things that are beyond the 

senses and time, to count / study stars in the sky, to understand the languages of different birds 

and animals etc.. Patañjali, for example, compiles a S¶tra that shows the path to understand the 

languages of birds and animals –  

�p
�.�ू �������  ;#!�#!�N��	�#  	��!� #�ू����,	����#  	����#K#����  (3-17) 

While S¡mkhya and Yoga hold that the Universe is built on Tanmatras, Ny¡ya and Vai≈eßika 

believe in Paramanus as the base of. universe . 
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In Vedic literature, we come across certain passages like this – 

#ः��2� 8#ः��
���� E���ः	���#� , E����2���� , ���"!�F�� , �F��� �G�.�� , �G�.4q� I� �� 

, I� �J�"’%��  (#9�L!Y�"����# ) 

�
�� ��<�� �!"�# (*�%
"F�"����# ) 

Both Ny¡ya and Vai≈eßika flowered from such concepts. Vai≈eßika is considered to be older than 

Ny¡ya. Both the Dar≈anas are different from the rest - S¡mkhya and Yoga discuss mind and 

related matters (m¡nasika) while both M•m¡msas deal with things that are ¡dhy¡tmika. On the 

other hand, Ny¡ya and Vai≈eßika aim at sth¶lavi≈va or the physical matters. 

Ka∆¡da, the author of Vai≈eßikas¶tras, which run into ten chapters, divides the Pad¡rthas into 

seven (including Abh¡va) and further rules that there are only nine Dravyas – 

�G�.4���ः#�M" ����!����� �6" -
,���� �� ;�# ि4���� (1-5) 

Ka∆¡das believe that there is a thing called ‘a∆u’ / ‘param¡∆u’ which is eternal, partless and is 

the cause of a ‘thing’ and this applies even to Mah¡bh¶tas – 

	
��!���%���� (4-1-1) , #ः� ���> �6�,�  (4-1-2) , ��!�('����#  ��!��'���#  

ू*�������X* �'#  (7-1-9) 

The above S¶tras explain Upanißadic sentences like –  

��"!�����   �'#" �'Y���  (#9�L!Y�"����# ) 

Vai≈eßikas opine that K¡la is also a Dravya and it is the cause of non-eternal things only. Earlier, 

equal, slow movement, fast movement etc. are Gu∆as of K¡la. Since these are all pervading K¡la 

is also all-pervading – 

��!�ः�%��� ��,���*!� �1ू���# ��6�6�,��� (2-2-6) , ि4���������� ����p�� 4��]��#� (2-2-7) 

, ��!�� �6� (7-1-25) 

Dik is also considered as a Dravya by Ka∆¡da and commented that although it is one, due to 

Sun’s association and the time, i.e. Bh¶ta, Bhavißyat and Vartam¡na, the names of directions 



have emerged – 

;# ;
���# �#ः#-rः�� �6�,�  (2-2-10) , ि4���������� ������ 4��]��#� (2-2-11) , #s�� ����� 

(2-2-12) , E-
��	��",�#  ��#��������ं�#" ��#�X* ू�*� (2-2-14) 

⁄tm¡ is there according to Vai≈eßikas – the sense organs and the things are known, then there 

should be something that manages the process and that is ⁄tm¡ -  

;�%ि��.�ू �	� ?!�%ि��.:J�"’.��%#!ः� '�#�� (3-1-2) 

So far as the Manas is concerned, Ka∆¡da rules that, when the ¡tm¡ and indriyas come into 

contact with things, there will be bh¡va and abh¡va of jñ¡nam and this is a sign of Manas –  

E����%ि��.�	�%���: ���ः� ���"’���$ ��	" �6�,�  (3-2-1), #
�����
�� ���(7-1-23) – 

since ‘sarvavy¡pakatva’ is not there, Manas is of the size of an atom 

An important aspect that was explained by Ka∆¡da is ‘gurutva’ (gravity). Things thrown fall on 

earth due to ‘gurutva’, which is a Gu∆a – 

,�K��ू�t	��",����  R�1����  (1-1-29) , 	��",����� ,�K���#  �#��  (5-1-7) , 	�ः��!����� 

,�K���#  �#��  (5-1-18) , ���� 	��",����� ,�K���#  �#��  (5-2-3) 

The term  ���"��0��  ( *�%
"F�7-1-2) is commented by ˛amkar¡c¡rya as #�� ��Q�  ! 

In Taittir•y¡ra∆yaka the following Mantras are seen – 

ः�G�#� u��1�9�#a�  , ������$#�7��  , 8#9!�-
���Ad6�  , 	�/!�� �� �ः�#� (#9�L!Y��!A���  - 

�K�� ) 

Ny¡yadarßanam, also meant for  �
�.�#s������ , chiefly discusses the Pram¡∆as (means of 

knowledge) – 

ू���9!.��!Y1��  %���� (%�����ं��  (1-1-3) , u��1������"�����p
�� ू������ (1-1-3) , 

ू�#��'�#�
�'!�"�����,����� ������ (1-1-32) 

Pratyakßa, Anum¡na, Upam¡na and ˛¡bda – are accepted as Pram¡∆as by Ny¡ya. These 

Pram¡∆as are useful to know a thing, that was not known earlier, authoritatively. Among the 

four, Anum¡na is considered to be very important and deeply analyzed. Here the 



Par¡rth¡num¡namah¡v¡kya consists of five av¡ntarav¡kyas, viz. Pratijñ¡ etc.  

Vai≈eßikas accept first two Pram¡∆as only. 

The above Pram¡∆as are taken as useful instruments in diagnosis and prognosis of diseases, by 

⁄yurVeda, viz. Caraka and Su≈ruta. 

The three types of arguments, viz. V¡da, Jalpa and Vita∆∂¡, are useful in making and analyzing 

logical statements. 

The J¡ti – Vyakti concept related to Pad¡rtha is useful in deciding the meaning of a sentence and 

discourse – 

M�����G �#4���ः#� �
�.�� (2-2-67) 

By and large we may conclude that the six Dar≈anas are like six keys to the Vedic literature and 

hence they are essential for any student, who wants to do serious research in decoding Vedas. 
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